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Artbots is about creating – something uncommon, something
unique through artworks conceived and executed by a stand out
group of Indian and international visual artists based in Goa.
Today robotics is booming and artificial intelligence is a hot topic
globally. Artbots takes the pulse of our times by exploring this fascinating subject which lies at the intersection of art and technology
through an art show that has been in the making for a period of six
months.
The group of noted artists provide totally diverse and deeply interesting perspectives on the uneasy relationship human beings share
with humanoids ie robots designed like humans. The artists express
themselves across a range of media including paintings in acrylic,
oil, watercolor and charcoal, sculpture, photography, audio visuals,
installation, ceramics and mixed media assemblages to create artworks that are both conceptually and visually striking.
In our fast paced contemporary world, Art is one the best ways to
connect with a community of thinking creative people, a community
that is particularly frequenting Goa at the moment.

Curated by Sonny Singh

Aravind Thippanaik
I am ceramic sculptor by passion and a business consultant by profession.
While I have had no formal background in fine arts, I discovered my passion for
sculpting over 6 years ago and haven’t stopped since. My primary medium of
expression is through ceramic and metal.
As artificial intelligence evolves and interlaces with our lives, our emotional
dependence on other humans will diminish. This will trigger an emotional atropy
eroding the human ability to effectively form close bonds with other beings. In the
new world, we will depend on bionic companions & pet- bots to fill this lacuna,
manage social isolation and our need for on-demand emotion.

Aravind Thippanaik

Leon (The Lover)
size 16” x 12” x 15”
ceramic & metal
22,000.00

CoCo (The Diva)
size 24” x 12” x 12”
ceramic & metal
24,000.00

Minka (Seductress)
size 16” x 16” x 30”
ceramic & metal
18,000.00

Rocco (Bad Boy)
size 24” x 12” x 20”
ceramic & metal
20,000.00

Chaitali Morajkar
In an artistic idiom ripe with animal symbolism, composite, metamorphic and
surrealist imagery, Chaitali causes a shift in perspective as she explores the robotic world and its far reaching effects through works that juxtapose the humanoid with the animaloid.
The artist delves deeper into the subject of artificial intelligence, exploring multiple ideas in her artworks - “the insecurity/fear of this robotic world; humans themselves turning into machines; disappearing emotions and humanity; dependency
- all placed against the comfort and easy life this robotic world has brought”.

Chaitali Morajkar

The Fisherman

size 20” x 28” x 6”
watercolour on paper
42,000.00

Fisherman’s Daughter
size 20” x 28” x 6”
watercolour on paper
42,000.00

The Fisherwoman
size 20” x 28” x 6”
watercolour on paper
42,000.00

Mother and Child

size 20” x 28”
watercolour, ink, collage on paper
35,000.00

Chaitali Morajkar

Lord

size 20” x 28”
watercolour, ink, collage on paper
35,000.00

Rooster and Hen

size 20” x 28”
watercolour, ink, collage on paper
35,000.00

Francis and His Fish

size 20” x 28”
watercolour, ink, collage on paper
35,000.00

Animaloid - Ram/Goat

size 20” x 28”
watercolour, ink, collage on paper
35,000.00

Nikunj Choradiya
The artist based in Goa. After graduating from School of Architecture, Ahmedabad, he started exploring different materials along with his design practice. He had been working on large-scale wooden and Ferrocement sculptures
in his Ahmedabad studio. Nature has always inspired him and he has been collecting natural objects and feels a deep connection with them, leading to shifting his practice to Goa. His recent project explores the beauty in nature with
forms one could relate to.

Nikunj Choradiya

Senta (To grow)

31 x 9 x 9 cm
drum stick, okra, peach seed
15,000.00

Akiiki (Friend)

24 x 9 x 15 cm
mushroom, cotton seed
SOLD

Aatif (Kind Affectionate)

28 x 11 x 9 cm
wild badam, cotton seed, silver leaf
18,000.00

Akili (Bright Smart)

29 x 12 x 10 cm
mushroom, kapok, coconut
21,000.00

Nikunj Choradiya

Akira (Ideal)

41 x 14 x 9 cm
sponge gourd, wild badam
21,000.00

Amfelice (Active)

27 x 9 x 9 cm
casuarina & banksia seed pod, sponge gourd seeds
21,000.00

Amara (Grace)

29 x 9 x 9 cm
mushroom, wild badam, cassia fistula, gold leaf
SOLD

Ashar (One with Wisdom)
52 x 36 x 9 cm
sponge gourd, banyan roots
21,000.00

Nikunj Choradiya

Hamadi (Praised)

32 x 9 x 9 cm
wild badam, mushroom, cassia fistula, silver leaf
23,000.00

Jabari (Warrior)

29 x 9 x 9 cm
coconut, sponge gourd, casuarina seed pod
18,000.00

Imamu (Spiritual Leader)
44 x 10 x 16 cm
sponge gourd, wild badam
21,000.00

Kenji (Healing)

38 x 9 x 13 cm
mushroom, sponge gourd
SOLD

Nikunj Choradiya

Makena (Happy One)
28 x 10 x 10 cm
wild badam, cassia fistula
18,000.00

Meishu (Leader)

33 x 10 x 10 cm
cassia fistula, pine cone, baobab fruit
SOLD

Mamoru (Guard)
26 x 9 x 9 cm
kapok, cotton seed
15,000.00

Mondli (Feeder)
29 x 9 x 9 cm
sponge ground
18,000.00

Nikunj Choradiya

Mustashar (Councilor)
31 x 9 x 9 cm
kapok fruit, bell gum
SOLD

Achira (Swift, Prompt)
26 x 9 x 9 cm
coconut, sunflower
21,000.00

Oreka (Balance)

27 x 20 x 9 cm
sponge gourd, mushroom
SOLD

Aisha (Life)

30 x 9 x 9 cm
coconut, mushroom, casuarina seed pod
25,000.00

Nikunj Choradiya

Sensei (Teacher)

75 x 13 x 9 cm
sponge gourd, banyan roots
21,000.00

Nimmiatures
Presenting you a hopeful glimpse of an artist’s heart. What if robots evolve to
really become man’s best friends in an increasingly isolating world; someone
who is watching our backs in hostile environments and surroundings; sentient
beings that look after us in old age and sickness, friends who fill an emotional
void. After all, if automate are indeed evolved beings and earth’s days in current
state are limited, their role would be crucial in assisting us in new intergalactic
adventures. Just as we carry our body around, it is possible that we live inside,
with and around movement bots, fem bots, manipulator bots, cleaning bots, bot
colleagues, friend bots and maybe even security bots, as we hurl through space
and time; and where else to look for design inspiration other than our greatest
teacher- nature; one that has all the answers.

Nimmiatures

Artbot I

size 8” x 12” x 8”
ceramic & metal
SOLD

Artbot II

size 8” x 12” x 8”
ceramic & metal
SOLD

Time Travel Bot
size 12” x 7” x 5”
ceramic & metal
32,000.00

Nimmiatures

Puffer Bot

size 11” x 6” x 6”
ceramic & metal
SOLD

Octobot

size 11” x 8” x 6”
ceramic & metal
25,000.00

Deep Sea Dredging
size 12” x 11” x 4”
ceramic & metal
SOLD

Nimmiatures

Artbot III

size 8” x 12” x 8”
ceramic & metal
16,000.00

Pollinator Bot
size 12” x 11” x 6”
ceramic & metal
SOLD

Praveen Naik
Praveen’s artworks through the years after graduation dealt with myriad themes,
but a common thread running through them were existential ones. What is the
purpose of life? What is it like living in a state of isolation in hostile environment?
What choices does one make and how does one deal with the consequences?
Being steeped in religious literature from a young age, it seemed natural for him
to raise these questions and seek answers within his own pictorial practice.
Praveen Naik, born in Goa, gains his motivation to paint for reasons of education and landscape and social development. As a teacher of art, he is an important part of Goa’s capital Panjim and lives on nearby home island Cumbarjua.
Communicating his reflections on current issues and so-cial politics in painting
and sculpture, especially on a patriarchal level in relationships, is just as im-portant to him as the survival of coconut trees, betel nut plantations, rice fields and
salt ponds, woah are vital for his compatriots. His works are often very personal,
passionate, yet brutally hon-est. The cycle of life is found almost always.

Praveen Naik

Be Coded

size 36” x 48”
mixed media
SOLD

Praveen Naik

Virtual Me

size 16” x 26” x 5”
mixed media
25,000.00

Trojan Accepted
size 16” x 26” x 5”
mixed media
25,000.00

You are Being Watched
size 16” x 26” x 5”
mixed media
25,000.00

Praveen Naik

Time Exists Only in the Mind
size 24” x 36”
mixed media
25,000.00

Dreams will Differently Come True
size 21” x 28”
mixed media on paper
25,000.00

Abacus

size 24” x 36”
mixed media
SOLD

Now it’s My Turn
size 21” x 28”
mixed media on paper
SOLD

Praveen Naik

The Tenth One

size 45” x 43” x 21”
metal, plaster, paper
55,000.00

Querozito De Souza
The veteran artist’s fine lines and delicate strokes appear and disappear, bearing a profound sense of gravitas, of fragility and strength. Querozito’s amorphous
beings are in a state of flux, of becoming, caught up in the processes of transformation, destruction and re-formation “in search of other selves”. The artificial
components reflected in his imagery have been present in Querozito’s work over
a long time reflecting the artist’s enduring thematic concerns.
After all, many things can be created by man - intelligence can be artificial,
emotions can be programmed, body parts can be strengthened or created entirely... but what of the torment of a person’s many invisible inner selves; of the
wrestle of real thoughts, emotions and feelings, of everything in short, that makes
us human?

Querozito De Souza

Doubt Beyond Reason
size 40” x 54”
ink on cans on paper 300gsm
1,85,000.00

Emergence of the Other
size 74” x 88” (diptych)
mixed media on canvas
9,25,000.00

Querozito De Souza

Reconciled Components
size 76” x 51” (diptych)
mixed media on canvas
2,50,000.0

Of Yesterday and Tomorrow
size 85” x 30” cm (triptych)
mixed media on canvas
2,25,000.00

Saheel Khan
Primarily a figurative artist with charcoal as his chosen medium, Saheel’s bold
strokes and smudges bring his subjects to life with remarkable detail while still
maintaining a dream-like quality. The young artist from Nagpur is currently Goabased and his expressive work has often been described as narrative impressionistic realism. Eager to experiment and push new boundaries, his artworks look at
the interesting ways in which human beings seek to connect with and develop
feelings for their robotic companions, even though these robots are controlled,
programmable machines.
Humans seeking comfort in robotic arms makes me think the reasons must be
need or selfishness.

Saheel Khan

The Ghost of Tomorrow
size 45” x 32”
charcoal on paper
65,000.00

Fiscus Benghalensis
size 46” x 32”
charcoal on paper
65,000.00

Toy Bot

size 42” x 31”
charcoal on paper
60,000.00

Succor to My Soul
size 41” x 33”
charcoal on paper
45,000.00

Shido
The armless busts are a representation of our past and present eras in which
humanity has handed over their powers to hidden hands.
Together, the busts represent the untold stories of hidden histories. The rise of
civilizations from ignorance, the discoveries of ancient technologies and civilizations sudden demise.
We are once again at a crossroad. Our dependence on AI involves giving up
personal data to hidden algorithms no one truly understands. The merging of the
human mind with AI. The emergence of a new bionic being and our role in this
new world. At every crossroads is a choice. One that demands self-awareness
and deeper connections to life and its meaning. The future could be richer with
the right choices.

Shido

Crossroads

SHIDO
mixed media with metal patina (brass/bronze/steel)
240,000.00

Sonny Singh
Created over a four month period with a team of carpenters, painters, make- up
artists and costume designers, artist-architect Sonny’s Artbots are elegant emblems of both fear and fascination. The artist imbues these 5 humanoids with an
array of imaginary personas, walking a thin line between depicting them as Angel
or Creep. In 1970, the Japanese roboticist Masahiro Mori developed the Uncanny Valley theory which stated that as robots became more humanlike in behavior
and appearance they would become more acceptable to humans but only until a
point where they became so uncannily humanlike that they started to be creepy.
At that point there would be a dip or valley in their acceptability and they would
turn people off.
Sonny plays with Mori’s idea, making his humanoids just ‘human enough’ while
embodying them with an ‘other-worldly’ feel, using spectacle and showmanship
to create glamorous art objects that are immediately striking in the process.

Sonny Singh

Boss Bot

size 9’0” x 9’0” x 3’0”
mixed media
3,50,000.00

Kiril

size 7’0” x 5’0” x 3’0”
mixed media
2,50,000.00

Avatar Bot

size 6’2” x 3’0” x 2’0”
mixed media
2,00,000.00

Geisha Bot

size 8’8” x 3’0” x 2’0”
mixed media
3,50,000.00

Sonny Singh

Copter Bot

size 6’6” x 3’0” x 2’0”
mixed media
2,00,000.00

Sonny Singh

Bot Head 13

Sonny Singh
height 42 cm
matti wood & paint
38,000.00

Bot Head 11

Sonny Singh
height 42 cm
matti wood & paint
38,000.00

Bot Head 16

Sonny Singh
height 30 cm
matti wood & paint
18,000.00

Bot Head 12

Sonny Singh
height 42 cm
matti wood & paint
38,000.00

Sonny Singh

Bot Head 01

height 60 cm
matti wood & paint
38,000.00

Bot Head 04

height 45 cm
matti wood & paint
28,000.00

Bot Head 03

height 45 cm
matti wood & paint
25,000.00

Butoh

110 x 60 x70 cm
solid wood
3,65,000.00

Sonny Singh

Bot Head 18

Sonny Singh
height 38 cm
cement & acrilic paint
36,000.00

Bot Head 20

height 80 cm
solid wood & paint
65,000.00

Bot Head 19

Sonny Singh
height 38 cm
cement & acrilic paint
36,000.00

Bot Head 17

height 30 cm
matti wood & paint
22,000.00

Tamal Das
My artwork are made from Scrap iron material. It may just looks like a brunch
of junk stuck together but those take hours to make as unique piece of art. Many
items witch come from earth as iron material are processed into every day objects
that serve a purpose, witch when consumed of there worth are discarded back
into darkness from where they come. In my artwork I try to give those items a second chance to exist in original form as unique artwork. In last two, three year I am
working on to create elements which are easily can see in our life. In my most of
artworks I just add some simple form for create dream of fantasy.

Tamal Das

Female Figure I
size 24” x 4” x 4”
iron & cooper wire
17,000.00

Hand

size 16” x 5”
iron & cooper wire
12,000.00

Female Figure II
size 24” x 4” x 4”
iron & cooper wire
17,000.00

Leg

size 18” x 11”
iron
20,000.00

Tamal Das

Elephant

size 17” x 19” x 3”
iron & magnet
10,000.00

Lady

size 15” x 5”
iron & cooper wire
12,000.00

Cat Face

size 6” x 6” x 20”
iron & wood
SOLD

Thomas Louis
In between studio practice, teaching, industry projects and the craft sector,
Thomas’s fingers are in the dirt all the time. Over the course of the past 24 years
as a practicing potter, Thomas has done projects with museums, restaurants, hotels and private residences. He has worked extensively with the traditional potters
in Kutch, Meghalaya, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Kerala and Goa.
While he primarily works with natural material, using clay from the earth to form
his ceramic objects, here Thomas incorporates machine parts he’s been collecting over time to create strange new creatures and objects that inhabit other worlds
in a different time and space. He effectively uses these disparate elements - the
organic and the artificial, challenging our understanding of the world in which we
live and the ways we live in it, placing Nature against the man-made and the artificial.
“It looks like nature wanted plastic in its fractaling quest for the experience of
various kinds of consciousness in the split second that human beings have been
around and the evolution of human beings seems to have fulfilled that purpose.
A human that has not been modified in some way to enhance their capacity in
some form is a rarity barring a few isolated tribal populations.
From stumps of wood for prosthetic limbs to the complex dentistry of the ancient Egyptians which now seems crude and rudimentary, to the evolution of these
prosthetics to think and act as an integrated part of the human body is something
truly remarkable and would have been impossible to imagine a few hundred years
ago and it seems like nature has its own agenda.
The fractal growth in nature can be observed to be growing in an exponential
fashion, the same seems to be happening with technological growth, it’s only a
matter of time before organic life forms and machines integrate seamlessly to explore realms in the infinite space of human curiosity and make their own mark.
Here is an artistic adaptation of what that creation might look like in the nearing
future”.

Thomas Louis

The Smirk

size 42” x 25”
ink on bamboo paper
SOLD

Musician I

size 30” x 22”
ink on paper
25,000.00

Rocket Bot
size 42” x 34”
ink on paper
45,000.00

Musician II
size 30” x 22”
ink on paper
25,000.00

Thomas Louis

Turtles can Fly

size 28” x 54”
ink on bamboo paper
65,000.00

Thomas Louis

Big Bird

size 11” x 6”
ceramic & metal
12,000.00

Heart Bot

size 8” x 6” x 6”
ceramic & metal
20,000.00

Surveillance Owl
size 15” x 6”
ceramic & metal
25,000.00

Thomas Louis

The Observer

size 14” x 6” x 13”
ceramic, metal & wood
65,000.00

Bird Bot

size 14” x 6” x 13”
ceramic, metal & wood
65,000.00

Roving Eye

size 14” x 6” x 13”
ceramic, metal & wood
65,000.00

Thomas Louis

The Group

set of 3
ceramic & metal
25,000.00

The Flying Wolf
size 15” x 9”
ceramic & metal
30,000.00

Ramdas Gadekar
Born in the year 1979, Ramdas Gadekar hails from the port town of Vasco Da
Gama in Marmugao taluka of Goa. He has graduated with a Bachelor’s degree in
Painting from Goa College of Art in 2005.
Artist Ramdas Gadekar has participated in numerous art shows and camps
national and international. Practicing ceramic artist since 2012.
2022- Fundraiser Exhibition, group show by Goa Open Arts.
2021- The Artist Acquaintances Group Show, at Carpe Diem, Majorda – Goa
2020 – Group exhibition at Vintage art galleria, Saligao, Goa.
2020 – Goa Open Art Festival, Goa. 2019 – Azulejo, Serendipity Arts Festival,
Goa, 2019 - Ceramics exhibition at Carpe Diem, Majorda – Goa. 2018 - “Betwixt
and Between”, a group show by Goa Artist Collective at Serendipity Arts Festival
Goa. 2018 - ‘Man Enough’ Group show at The Cube Gallery, Moira-Goa. 2018 Exhibited at Gwanghwamun International Art Festival, at Sejong Museum of Art,
South Korea. 2018 ‘Poonam Lodge: ‘When Does A House Cease To Be A House?’
A group exhibition of Goa Artists Collective.

Ramdas Gadekar

Robot_1
size 8”
ceramic

8,500.00

Robot_3
size 8”
ceramic

8,500.00

Robot_2
size 8”
ceramic

8,500.00

Robot_4
size 8”
ceramic

8,500.00

Ramdas Gadekar

Robot_5
size 8”
ceramic

8,500.00

Robot_7
size 8”
ceramic

8,500.00

Robot_6
size 8”
ceramic

8,500.00

Robot_8
size 8”
ceramic

8,500.00

Robot_9
size 8”
ceramic

8,500.00

Robot_10
size 8”
ceramic

8,500.00

Founded and designed by architect and artist, Sonny Singh, The
Cube Gallery stands veiled amidst the lush landscape of a hill in Moira,
Goa. Constructed to resemble a dislodged Rubik’s cube, the geometric, asymmetrical structure symbolizes a departure from the traditional. With noteworthy in house areas for a residency, store and cafe,
the space transforms from a sleek exhibition hall to an inviting home
base that hosts leading minds in a range of visual and literary forms
of ideational exchange. Representing both established and emerging
talent, the gallery houses a rotating roster of mixed media works and
objets d’art by international artists and designers at the forefront of
the contemporary scene. The Escher-esque space is versatile both in
structure and function, making it a live-wire nexus of fine art, design
and creative dialogue in Goa.

phone

+919422806748

whatsapp

+919325797590

e-mail

gallery@thecubegoa.com

facebook

cubegallerygoa

instagram

the_cube_gallery

location

430/1 Calizor Vaddo
next to Moira church
village Moira
Goa, India

www.cubegallery.com

